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Germany must Adapt its Economic Model to the New Reality 
• The German economic model is largely based on its tight integration into the global 

economy. However, there are critical dependencies. 

• Dependence on energy imports and critical raw materials should be reduced as 
quickly as possible by diversifying sources of supply and expanding domestic pro-
duction and storage capacities. 

• Europe should strengthen its strategic autonomy without restricting openness in 
foreign trade. 

Wiesbaden, 09.11.2022 – In view of the geopolitical changes, the member states of the 
European Union should jointly defend European interests and values more forcefully and 
strengthen their strategic autonomy. This applies particularly to the supply of critical raw 
materials and energy sources. After all, dependencies on energy imports or critical raw ma-
terials pose major challenges to Germany's trade-oriented economic model. 

"Germany must adapt to the new reality," says council member Veronika Grimm. "In order 
to reduce dependencies and increase the resilience of value chains, energy imports as well 
as the sources of critical raw materials should urgently be diversified." The responsibility 
for these efforts lies primarily with companies, but the government should provide targeted 
support for diversification. Strategic alliances, trade agreements or guarantees for German 
companies investing in third countries can steer such efforts in the right direction. Untied 
Loan Guarantees can help secure long-term supply contracts for raw materials. 

European production capacities need to be expanded to reduce dependencies in strategi-
cally important areas. Above all, this applies to the expansion of renewable energies and the 
domestic extraction of critical raw materials. In addition, the storage of products of overrid-
ing strategic importance should be increased. If the tax disadvantage for warehousing were 
abolished, companies would have a larger incentive to keep higher levels of inventories. 

Geopolitical shifts should be countered by strengthening European interests and values. 
The public discourse should better highlight the advantages of direct democratic systems. 
The EU should firmly oppose protectionist tendencies and trade-distorting practices, such 
as  subsidies by third countries. At the same time, it is important to remain open towards 
third countries, especially when it comes to providing global public goods such as climate 
protection or public health. Germany and Europe have also benefited considerably from the 
growing international division of labour. Isolation from third countries can induce political 
and economic risks. 



 

 
 
The German Council of Economic Experts (GCEE) provides support to policymakers and the gen-
eral public on questions and matters of economic policy. It was founded as an independent body 
in 1963 and currently consists of the council members: Professor Dr. Veronika Grimm, Professor 
Dr. Dr. Ulrike Malmendier, Professor Dr. Dr. h.c. Monika Schnitzer (chair), Professor Dr. Achim 
Truger and Professor Dr. Martin Werding. By publishing regular reports, the GCEE aims to help 
the general public and decision-makers in politics, business and society to form a reasoned opin-
ion on economic policy developments in Germany. 
 
Further information on the German Council of Economic Experts and its publications are availa-
ble at http://www.sachverstaendigenrat-wirtschaft.de/en or follow us on Twitter @GCEE_en. 
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Share of products with strong

import dependency in total 
imports

Trade value of products 
with strong import 

dependency

% 1,000 US dollars

1 China 45.1       208 19,003,594.60

2 United States 15.7       197 6,640,676.25

3 Switzerland 4.4       204 1,875,778.63

4 Netherlands 4.4       219 1,867,587.10

5 United Kingdom 3.2       222 1,331,753.42

6 South Africa 2.6       73 1,110,997.78

7 Poland 1.8       170 762,281.73

8 Japan 1.8       122 762,096.92

9 Czechia 1.8       173 742,687.21

10 Brazil 1.6       76 666,801.41

1 – The total number of products with the strongest import dependencies is 278. Natural gas was excluded in the 
calculation.

Sources: CEPII BACI (version 202201 HS17), own calculations
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China dominates share of total German imports of products with the strongest import 
dependencies1
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